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Content of project

- Capacity building
  - Workshops
  - Summerschools
  - Study trip to Bergen
  - Participation in conferences
  - Strategy development
  - Best practices
  - English

- Networking
  - Electronic journals
  - Bibliography
  - Institutional repositories
  - Academic writing centres
  - Dissemination activities
  - Project web page
If the project is successful the librarians working in the academic libraries in Moldova will be better trained for running modern library services. This will influence the quality of higher education and research. The librarians will have better English language skills, and will have strengthened their networks, both within and outside Moldova. The general public will have a better understanding of the importance of libraries.
Keep the network!
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Continue sharing best practices
Advocacy
Research and dissemination

Library spaces
Library staff

Development trends of university libraries

Information resources
Information services
A book?
English!

- A prerequisite for international collaboration, dissemination and participation in development
- Many have done a very good job already!
Using SAGE Research Methods: platform demonstration
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Keep in touch!
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